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We construct several rational period functions for modular integrals with weight 
2k on the modular group r( 1). It is also possible to represent the above rational 
period functions in terms of representatives of reduced indefinite binary quadratic 
forms in the narrow equivalence class. As a corollary, we are able to show that the 
class number of the real quadratic fields Q(,/m) for m = 2, 3, ,.. is bigger than 
1, where F, is the ith Fibonacci number. Moreover, we are able to show that the 
class number of the real quadratic field Q(,/m), for m 5 0 (mod 3), m > 2, is 
bigger than 2. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
We construct several rational period functions for modular integrals with 
weight 2k on the modular group r(l). It is also possible to represent the 
above rational period functions in terms of representatives of reduced 
binary quadratic forms in the narrow equivalence class A. Consequently, 
we are able to show that the class number of the real quadratic field 
Q(dm), for m = 2, 3, . . . . is bigger than 1, where Fi is a Fibonacci 
number. Moreover, we are able to show that the class number of the real 
quadratic field Q(dm), for m = 0 (mod 3), m > 2, is bigger than 2. 
As a corollary, we are able to show that the special Diophantine equations, , 
F 2m+ 1x2 -F,,,- 1 y2 = 1, have no integer solutions for m 3 2. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
LET H be the complex upper half plane and let r( 1) be the modular 
group acting on ST. 
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DEFINITION. Let F(r) be a rneromorphic function in X satisfying the 
transformation formula 
(CT + d)-*k F(Mr) = F(t) + q,Jz), (1.1) 
where k is a rational integer and q,+,(z) is a rational function of z. Assume 
also that F(t) is meromorphic in the local uniformizing variable at each 
parabolic cusp of a fundamental region for J’( 1). Then F(z) is called a 
modular integral of weight 2k for r(l), with rational period functions qicl(T). 
Now, let us look at the rational period functions. 
Rational Period Functions. The modular group r( 1) is the group of all 
linear fractional transformations generated by the two transformations 
and 
which satisfy the relations 
T* = (ST)3 = ( TS)3 = 1. 
(Note. We identify I= -I as a linear fractional transformations.) 
Since I’( 1) is generated by S and T, the condition (1.1) is equivalent to 
F(z + 1) = F(r) + qs(r) 
T-*“F(-l/T)=F(z)+q&), 
(1.2) 
with qs and qr rational functions in z. Since a rational function F(t) 
satisfies (1.2) trivially, we impose the further restriction upon F(z) that it 
be periodic with period 1, that is, that qs = 0. Then (1.2) can be written as 
F(z+ l)=F(z) 
7-2kF(-1/~)=F(~)+qT(~). 
(1.3) 
If we introduce the customary notation, the stroke operator, 
Fj,,M=(cr+d)-2kF(M7), 
where M= (z a), the condition (1.1) becomes 
FI,, M=J’+q,, MET(~), 
and from this follows the (cocycle) condition 
qMN=qM l*kN+qN, for M, NET(~). 
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Also (1.3) becomes 
F Ix S = E FIzk T=F+q,. (1.4) 
Suppose now that qy(7) is a rational function as in (1.4), for some F(t), 
a meromorphic function in X. Then the defining relations in r( 1) imply 
that 
qTlz,c T+q.=O 
qr12k(ST)2+q=12k(ST)+qT=0, 
(1.5) 
necessary conditions upon qr for the existence of F(7) meromorphic in &Y 
such that (1.5) holds. On the other hand, M. Knopp [K2] has shown, 
through the use of Eichler’s “Generalized Poincare series” that (1.5) is in 
fact sufficient for the existence of such a function F(7), and that, moreover, 
47) can be taken holomorphic in X’. Since any two modular integrals 
with the same period function differ by a modular form we conclude that 
the collection of “distinct” modular integrals with rational period functions 
is in one to one correspondence with the collection of rational period 
functions qT. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF RATIONAL PERIOD FUNCTIONS 
Now we introduce the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Given a meromorphic function g(7) in @, the complex plane, 
such that 
g(r)= g(r) IZk (S-‘)‘+’ T(S-‘T)‘-’ (2.1) 
for A 2 1, 1 E Z (a rational integer), and k odd, k 3 1, then 
1-I 
P== c g 12k {(SW)i.+2 T(S-2T)i} 12k {S-‘T- (S-‘T)‘} (2.2) 
i=O 
is a rational period function with poles in Q(,/m). 
To prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2-1. Let ME SL,R be a hyperbolic element. Namely, M is an 
element in SL,R whose trace is strictly bigger than 2. Then a nonconstant 
function F meromorphic in @ satisfies 
F(7) ID. M= F(7) tfand Only if F(7)=A(7-/?,)-k (7---~z)-~, 
where /II, /I2 are the real fixed points of M and A is a constant. 
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Proof: See [Kl, J]. 
Now, we state the corollary of Lemma 2-1. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2-2. Let us suppose that a nonconstant function F mero- 
morphic in @ satisfies 
F(z)=F(z) 12kM=A(r-j?,)-k(7-/?2)-k, 
where M is a hyperbolic element in SLzR with real fixed points p, and b2. 
Then, for F* = F IZk E, 
F*(z)=F*(r) )2k~M~=A(7+P1)-k (7+PJk 
for E= (A -y). 
ProoJ: This follows from the fact that PI is a fixed point of M if and 
only if --/I1 is a fixed point of &ME. Q.E.D. 
Let us introduce the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2-3. Let h be a function such that 
h=g lZkSt’T~, 
where g= g /2k (S-l)‘+* T(,Y2T)“--‘, as in (2.1) and E = (i -y). 
Then h = h IZk S”TS-“T and (2.2) becomes 
i. 
P,= 1 h Jzksi--l 
i iI 
(I- ST) 12,c E. 
i=l 2k 
Proof: We have 
h= g IZk S-‘TE= g lZk (S-‘)Lc2 T(S-2T)“-’ S-‘TE 
=h IUr~TS(S-1)‘+2 T(S-*T)‘-’ S-‘TE by g=h lzk&TS 
= h )2k TS”TS-“, 
since ES = S-l&, ETE = T, (ST)3 = Z, and ST(S’T)’ -I ST= TS-“. 
Therefore, from (2.2), 
%- 1 
P,= 1 {h 12keTS(S-1)a+2 T(S-*T)‘} IZk {S-IT- (S-IT)‘} 
i=O 
%- 1 
= c {h IZk TS’+1T(S2T)i} )Zk {ST-(ST)*} lzk &, 
i=O 
(2.3) 
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since ES= S’E, ETE = T, (ST)‘=& and ST(S’T)‘-’ ST= TS-“. Thus, 
h Izk Ts” = h lzk SAT and S”TST(S2T)‘= S”-‘TST imply that 
a- I 
P,= c {h lzk S’TST(S’T)‘} IZt {ST- (ST)*} Izkc 
r=O 
a-1 
= c {h (2kS1--i-‘-h (2kSi.-iT) Ilk& 
i=O 
= i (h 12kSi-1-h /JT) )2k~ 
i= 1 
= i (h IZkSz-l-h 12,$T) lZkc 
i=l 
= jl {h 12,c S’-‘1 l2k (I- ST) l2k. Q.E.D. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first note that if the function P I 2k E is a 
rational period function for a modular integral, then P itself is also a 
rational period function. So, it is enough to check two functional 
equations: 
(a) (pT lZk 6) lZk II+ Tj =O 
@I U’,l;k4hk {~+W”)+W-)2)=0. 
The functional equation (b) is clear because of Eq. (2.2) or (2.3). In 
order to check (a), we note the following. 
Since 
h = h 1 SLTS-“T 
=,I(“‘:’ :> 
= c(17* - A27 - A) -k, where c is a constant, 
we have 
h )2k T=C( --Lz2+A2t+A)-k= -C(i72-~27-d)--k 
=- h because k is odd, 
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so, 
PTI,,ET+PTIxE by (2.3) 
= i (h lZkSi-lT-h IZkSi)+ i (h lZkSipl-h j2,+SiT) 
i= 1 i=l 
=h),,T-h),,S”+h-hIZkS’T 
= -(!I(~J~+II(~~TS') by h lzk S”T= h lZk TSA 
= -(h+h lzk T) 12kS1=0. 
Furthermore, since h(r) has poles in Q(,/G), so does g(r)= 
h(z) lZk ETS. The rational function PT is a finite linear combination of the 
functions g JZk L with L E f( 1). Therefore, P, has poles in Q(,/G). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2-4. Let us select 1= 2Fz, where F, is the ith Fibonacci 
number. Then P, in (2.2) has poles in Q(Jm). 
Now, let us consider another rational period function with poles in the 
quadratic fields Q(dm). 
THEOREM 2. Given a meromorphic function 
r = r lzk (S-‘T)“-l S-4T(S-3T)“-’ S-‘T, 
then 
m-1 
with m 3 2, (2.4) 
PF= c {r IZk (SW3T)‘+r lzk (S3T)“-’ S-4T(S-3T)‘} 
i=O 
IZk {S-IT- (S-IT)‘} (2.5) 
is a rational period function with poles in Q(,/mi) of a modular 
integral with weight 2k on r( 1). 
To prove Theorem 2, let us look at the following lemmata. 
LEMMA 2-5. Zf r = r lzk (,YY-‘T)~-’ S-4T(S-3T)m-’ S-‘T, m > 2, then 
r(~)=(FZmt2+2Fz,+lz+F2m+I)-k. 
Proof. Let M= TS-‘TS = STS’. This implies that (SM3T)‘+ * = 
TS2(M-I)“‘-’ Se2T by induction on m. Then we have 
r(z) = r(z) 1% (S-3T)m-1 S-4T(S-3T)m-1 Se2T 
= r(t) lzk S-‘(M-‘)m-’ S-‘(AC-‘)~ S-IT. (2.6) 
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But we know that (see [CH, p. 211, or we can prove it by induction) 
implies that 
S-‘(M-‘)“-I S-‘(M-‘)“S-‘T 
( 
-4F2mF2m+l +F2mdzm+F:m+l - 2F2, F,m + I 
= 
zm F:,,, +Fzm+Jzm 
(2.7) 
is a hyperbolic element in SL2R for m 3 1. By Lemma 2-1, (2.6), and (2.7), 
r(r)=~(Fzm~*+2F2m+r~+F2m+l)-~r where c is a constant. Furthermore, 
we can choose a constant c to be 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2-6. Let us suppose that r(z) is a function satisfying (2.6): 
r(r) = r(r) 12k S-‘(M-l)*- ’ S-‘(M-l)* S-‘T for M= TS-‘TS. 
Then 
(1) r IZk TSM”S=r IZk TSTS(M)“-’ T 
(2) r j2k TST(M-‘)” = -r lzk TS for odd k. 
Proof of Lemma 2-6. (1) We have 
r j2k TSM”S=r IZk S-‘(M-I)*-’ 
=r 12k S-lT(M)m-’ T 
=r 12k TSTS(M)“-’ T 
since T(M)” - ’ = (M-l)m-l Tand (TS)3=Z. 
(2) Since r(z) = (F*,,,T* + 2F2,,+ rr + F2m+ l)-k from Lemma 2-5, a 
direct calculation shows 
r 12k TST(M-‘)” = -r 12k TS, for odd k 
andMm=(FFi’ FLy,). Q.E.D. 
From Lemma 2-6, we conclude the following. 
COROLLARY 2-7. 
m-1 m-1 
(1) C r jZk TSTSM’= - 1 r 12k TSTSM’T, 
i=O i=o 
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m-l 
(2) - c r 
i=o 
lzk TSTSM’S-‘T= i r IZk TSTSM’S’, 
i=l 
m-1 
(3) c r I21 
i=O 
k TST(M-‘)‘= - f r jzk TST(M-‘)’ T, 
i= I 
m-l m-1 
(4) - 1 r IZk TST(M-‘)‘S-‘T= 1 r jZk TST(M-‘)‘S-‘. 
i==O i=O 
Proof of Corollary 2-7. 
m-l 
(1) 1 r/,,TSTSM’ 
i=O 
m-l 
= ;Fo r lzk TSMmST(M-l)m-l-’ 
by Lemma 2-6( 1) 
m-1 
= c r IZk TST(Mp’)m TST(M-‘)‘+-’ 
i=O 
by Mm= T(M-‘)” T 
m-l 
= - 1 r IZk TSTST(M-I)“-” 
i=O 
by Lemma 2-6( 2) 
m-1 
= - 1 r lzk TSTS(M)“-‘-‘T 
i=o 
m-1 
= - 1 r I 2k TSTS(M)’ T. 
i=O 
m-1 
(2) - 1 r lzk TSTSM’S-‘T 
i=O 
= c r 1 2k TSTSM’S- ’ by Corollary 2-7( 1). 
i-1 
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m-1 
(3) 2 r I2k TST(M-‘)’ 
i=O 
m-1 
= - c r jzk TS(M)mPi by Lemma 2-6(2) 
i=O 
=-f rI,,TS(M-‘)‘T byMm=T(Mpl)mT 
i= 1 
m-1 
(4) - c r)SkTST(M-‘)iS-lT 
i=O 
m-l 
= i:. r lzk TST(Mp’)‘S’ by Corollary 2-7(3). 
Q.E.D. 
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We need to check two functional equations: 
(4 f’? lZk iI+ T} = 0 
(b) P; j*k {I+ S-IT+ (S-‘T)2} = 0. 
It is obvious to check the functional equation (b) from (2.5), since PF 
has the form 4 JZk (S-‘T-(S-‘T)‘}. To prove (a), first we note that 
(I) r IZk (S-3T)i S-IT 
=r 12i TS*(M-‘)‘S-‘TS, 
since (Sp3T)‘= TS2(M-I)‘,!-*T 
(see the proof of Lemma 2-5) 
= r 12k TS*(M-‘)‘+I T from M= TS-‘TS 
= r lzk TSTS(M)’ from M” = T(M-‘)” T. 
(II) r IZk (S-‘T)“-’ Sm4T(,F3T)’ IZk S-‘T 
=r /2k TS2TS2Mm-1-iS-2TS-1T 
from the proof of Lemma 2-5 
=r 12k TS2TS2Mmp2-iT 
from (S-‘T)‘= TS, M= TS-‘TS 
=r )2k TSMm-leiT from M = STS*. 
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Now, since we have, by (I) and (II), 
m-1 
P?= c (r )*k (S-3T)i+r l*k (s-3T)m-1S-4T(S-3T)if 
i=O 
J*k (S-IT- (S-‘T12) 
m-1 m-l 
= c r IZk TSTSM’- cm r IZk TSTSM’S-‘T 
i=o i=O 
m-1 m-l 
+ 1 r JZk TST(M-I)‘- x-r 12k TSTS(M-‘)‘S-‘T, 
i=O i=O 
then 
= 1 rIZkTSTSMi- cm r [2k TSTSM’S-‘T 
i=O i=O 
m-1 m-l 
+ c r lzk TST(M-I)‘- c r IZk TSTS(M-‘)‘S-‘T 
i=O i=O 
m-l m-1 
+ c r / 2k TSTSM’T- 1 r 1 2k TSTSM’S- ’ 
i=O i=O 
m-l m-l 
+ c r 12k TST(M-‘)’ T- c r 12k TST(M-‘)‘S-’ 
i=O i=O 
by Corollary 2-7( l)-(4), 
m-1 
=- c r(,,TSTSM’ T+ 1 r ( 2k TSTSM’S-’ 
i=O i=l 
m  m--l 
- 1 r 12k TST(M-‘)’ T+ .ce r 12k TSTS(M-‘)‘S-’ 
i=l i=O 
m-l m-1 
+ c r ) 2k TSTSM’T- c r ) 2k TSTSM’S ’ 
i=O i=O 
m-l m-l 
+ c r (2k TST(M-l)i T- c r (2k TST(M-‘)‘S-’ 
i=O i=O 
=r (2k TSTSM”S.‘-r lZk TST(M-‘)m T 
-r j2k TST+r 12k TS=O by Lemma 2-6( 1 ), (2). 
Therefore, Pi is a rational period function. Furthermore, since T(T) has 
poles at Q(,/m) and the rational period function PF is a finite 
641/42/2-4 
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linear combination of the functions r(~) = r(f) lZk M, PF has poles in 
Q(&i?=). Q.E.D. 
We construct more rational period functions. 
THEOREM 3. Let v be a function meromorphic in C such that 
v(~)=v(t) 12kS-(FZm+‘)TS-3T(S-2T)(4m-2)S-3T, (23) 
where F,, is the 2mth Fibonacci number, with m = 0 (mod 3), m > 1. Then 
H,= v lzk S-“*+“T+ u 
[ 
(Fzm-2) 
+ c v 12k S-(f2”1+1)TS-3T(S-2T)i 
i=O II {S-‘T- (S-IT)*} 2k 
(2.9) 
is a rational period function with poles in Q(Jm) for odd k. 
To prove this theorem we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2-8. Let F,, be a Fibonacci sequence for m G 0 (mod 3), m > 1. 
(1) v(z)=v(t) )2kS-(f2m+‘)TS-3T(S-2T)(Ftn-2)S-3T 
= [z’+ (F,, + 1)t + 1/2F2,,J -k 
(2) v(z)= -v(r) IZk S-‘TS-*T. 
Proof of Lemma 2-8. (1) Since we have that (S-‘T)3 = I, T2 = I, and 
(S-2T)k = S-‘TSkTS, for any kEZ (2.10) 
a direct computation shows that 
= v(7) I2k 
~(Fz,,,)~ + 2Fz, + 1 W’2,)* 
- 4F2, > -2(FJ + 1 . 
Since u(7) = u(2) IZk M with 
M= W’2nJ2 + 2F2, + 1 W-2:2,)’ 
- 4Fzm -W’2,) + 1 > 
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a hyperbolic element in SL2Z for m > 1, we get, by calculating two real 
fixed points of M, from Lemma 2-l 
U(T) = c[t2 + (Fzm + 1)z + 1/2F*,] -k, where c is a constant. 
Furthermore, we can choose c = 1. 
(2) Since u(z)=c[~~+(F~,+ l)r+ 1/2F2,]-’ from (l), an explicit 
calculation shows that 
-U(T) IZk S-1TS-2T= -u(z) 1 ,,( -: -i)=u(r) foroddk. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We need to check two functional equations: 
(4 &+& 12k T=O 
(b) ZIZ,+H,I~,JS-~T)+H~I~,JS-~T)~=O. 
The functional equation (b) is clear because of Eq. (2.9). The functional 
equation (a) is derived as 
ZYI,+H,I~~ T= u 12kS-(F2n+1)T+u 
[ 
(h- 2) 
+ c u IZk S-(F=“+1)TS-3T(S-2T)i 
i=O 1 
[(S-‘T- (S-‘T)‘)] 12k (I+ T) 
2k 
= u 12k S-(Fh+‘)TS-‘T-u IZk s-‘km’ 
+U 12kS-1T-U I2k TS 
(.%- 2) 
+ c u 12,‘ S-(Fzm+ 1)TS-3T(S-2T)i S-‘T 
i=O 
(b-2) 
- i;o '12kS- 
(h,,+ I,TS-3T(S-ZT)i TS 
+U 12kS-(F2m+1)TS-1-~ 12kS-(Fb)T 
+U /2kL!-‘-U IZk T S T  
(b-2) 
+ c 
u 12k S-(Fh+*)TS-JT(S-2T)i s-1 
i=O 
(&Jc 2) 
- i;. ‘12kS- (Ft.+‘)TS-3T(S-2T)i TST. (**) 
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Since 
and 
c&n-3) 
,& ‘12kS- 
(E?m+ 1)y-3T(s-2qi ‘$‘T 
C&-2) 
= i;l vi2ks- 
(&,n+ l,TS-3T(S-2T)i T S T  
(en--2) 
ic, ‘12kS- 
(FZm+ “TS-3T(S-2T)’ TS 
(en-3) 
= ig Ul*ks- 
(b+‘)TS-3T(S-2T)i S-1, 
the above relation (H) can be simplified to 
HT+ H, Ilk T=o (2k S-(F2m+1)TS-1T-u 12k S-‘Fz”’ 
+V I,,S-‘T-V I2k TS 
+ v JZk S-(bn+ ‘)TS-~T(S-~T)(F~C~) S-‘T 
--u 12kS-(FZm+1)TS-2+y IZkS-(F~+‘)TS-’ 
- 
v 12kS -‘FZm’T+~/2kS-1-~12kTST 
+ v 12k S-(Ftn+ ‘)T,C-3T(S-2T)(FZm-2) S-1 
- v 12k S-‘Ft”+1’TS-2T. 
Furthermore, the relations 
v (2k S-‘F=“+l)TS-lT 
= -v I*/+ s -(h,+ ‘ITS-’ from Lemma 2-8(a) and (2.10), 
v JZk S-‘Ft”‘= -0 IZk S-‘Fh+1)TS-2T from Lemma 2-8(a), 
u 12k S-IT= ev IZk S--(F2m+‘)TS--3T(S~2T)(F2m--2) S-’ 
from Lemma 2-8(a), (b) 
V 12k TS= --u IZk TST, u 12k S-%+l)TS--2 = --u 12k S-‘F2”‘T 
and 
from (2.8) and Lemma 2-8 imply that H,+ H, lzk T= 0. 
So, we proved that HT is a rational period function. 
Furthermore, since H, is a finite linear combination of functions u IZk L 
for L E r( 1 ), HT has poles in Q(dm). Q.E.D. 
We also construct the following rational period function. 
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THEOREM 4. Let v* be a rational function meromorphic in C satisfying 
v*(T) = qz) (2k s-W2hm+ UT(S-2772 ~-3q~-2qW2&2) S-5T, 
(2.11) 
where F,, is the 2mth Fibonacci number, with m - 0 (mod 3), m > 1. Then, 
v* (2k S-(l/ZFZm+ l,T(S-2T)’ 
(1/2&m-2) 
+ c v* (2k S-(‘/2F=“+1)T(S-2T)2 S-3T(S-2T)‘+v* 
i=O 
- i v* (2k TS’TS- v* IZk S-(~/~FZ,+~)T(S-~T)~ S-‘TS 
i=2 
(i/wh-3) 
- z. 
V* lzk S-(lPF2m- ‘IsiTs II {(S-~T)-(S-~T)~) 2k 
(2.12) 
is a rational period function with poles in Q(dm) for odd k. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We need to check two functional equations: 
(a) H; + H; IZk T=o 
(b) H,* + H; I2k (S-IT) + H; I2k (S-IT)‘= 0. 
The functional equation (b) is clear because of Eq. (2.12). The functional 
equation (a) is 
H,*+H,* Iz/cT 
= iiov* lZkS- 
[ 
11/2F2m+l)T(S--2T)iS--IT 
-jov* 12kS- 
(WF2m+ l)T(S-2T)i TS 
(W&,--2) 
+ z. 
v* 12k s-(1/2Fh+1)T(s-2T)2 S-3T(S-2T)‘S-‘T 
(l/2&-2) 
- i?O 
v* IZk s-WFZ~+~)T(S-~T)~ S-JT(S-ZT)i TCJ 
+ V* 12k S-IT-- V* 12k TS 
-i V*(ZkTSi+ 5 v* IZk TS’-‘T 
i=2 i=2 
_ v* 12k s-W&m+ l)T(S--2T)2 S-IT 
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+ u* j2k S-(l’*F an+ l)qs--zq3 
(1/2Fz,,-3l 
wash-3) 
u8 (2k S-(1I*f%m--1)TSi--IT II v+ Tl 2k 
=o by(2.11)and(TS)3=(S-‘T)3=I. 
Furthermore, since Hg is a finite linear combination of functions v* 12k L 
for L E r( 1 ), H: has poles in Q(Jm). Q.E.D. 
We also state the following lemma and corollary. 
LEMMA 2-9. 
(a) v* =v* 12k S-(l/2F2m+1)T(S-*T)* S-~T(S-*T)(~/*F~P-*) S-ST 
= c22* + (F*m + 1)2 z + 1/4F,,] -k. 
Note. It is easy to see that F,, E 0 (mod 8) for m E 0 (mod 3), m > 1, by 
induction. 
(b) V** = -V* IZk s-‘Ts, k odd 
= [3/4F,,-3, 10/4F,,-5, 7/4F2,-6]-k 
= y** 12k S-3T(S-*T)* s-(II2F2m+ I)TS-5T(S-*T)(l/*F~-*). 
Proof of Lemma 2-9. (a) We note that 
u8 = ftc ,2k s-(W’2m+ l,T(S-*T)* S-~T(S-*T)(~/*FZC*) S-ST 
(by (2.10)) 
=y+ ,2k S-(~/*FZ,S+~)T(S-*T)* S-3TS-ITS(1/*F2,-*,TS-4T, 
(since (Sd2T)j= S.‘TS’TS, see (2.10)) 
=u8 12k S-“f*F2m,TS4TS”l*F~)TS-4T, 
(since S-‘T(S-2T)2 Sw3TS-‘TS-* = TS4T) 
= lJ* 12k 
( 
4(&,J2 - 2(F,,) + 1 (Fa,J2 
- 8F2, -W2,) + 1 > 
(by direct computation). 
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Since 
4hl)2 - W2J + 1 V2J2 
- 8F2, -i(F,,) + 1 
is a hyperbolic element in SL2Z for m > 1, Lemma 2-l implies that 
u* = c[2z2 + (F2m + 1)2 z + I/4F2,] -k, where c is a constant. 
Furthermore, we can choose the constant c to be 1. 
(b) From (2.10) and (2.11), we have that 
u**= --v* )2k s-‘Ts 
= u** lZk S-1TS-(1/2Fzrn)T(S-2T)2 
x ~-3~(~-2q(W2,-2) S-STS-‘TS 
= “** 12k S-3T(S-zT)2 S-“/2F2,+1,TS-5T(S-2T)(1/2F2m-2), 
since S-“T= TS( TS2)” T and S-ITS-’ = TST. An explicit calculation 
shows that 
(u**)-k= -u* 12k S-‘TS 
=[3/4F,,-3, 10/4F2,-5,7/4F2,-6]-k 
from part (a) of this lemma. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2-10. The rational period function defined by (2.12) can be 
rewritten as 
lJ* 12kS 
-(1/2%,+ ‘)T(S--ZT)i 
(WFtn--2) 
+ c u* 12k S-(1/2hm+ ‘)T(S-ZT)2 S+(S+)i+ f+ 
i=O 
+ i u** IZk S-3T(S-2T)’ 
i=O 
+ v** IZk S-3T(S-zT)2 S-(I/%n+“7- 
x TS-5T(S-2T)i II 2k {(S-IT) - (S-IT)‘}. (2.13) 
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Proof of Corollary 2-10. Since we have 
v**= - * v (2kS-‘TS 
(see Lemma 2-9(b)), we get that 
- i u* IZk TS’TS 
i=2 
= i v** (2k S-3T(S-2T)’ 
i=O 
(W&n--3) 
- c 
,.,* IZk s-(W&n- “S’T‘J 
i=O 
(1/2~~- 3) 
= i:o 
fB* JZk S-3T(S-ZT)2 s-(~/~F~~+I)TS--~T(S--~T)~ 
and 
Q.E.D. 
3. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE CONTINUED FRACTIONS, 
INDEFINITE BINARY QUADRATIC FORMS, AND THE MODULAR GROUP 
Let us denote an indefinite binary quadratic form with discriminant D = 
b2 - 4ac > 0 as follows: Q(x, y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2, Q(T, 1) := Q := [a, b, c]. 
DEFINITION. Q = [a, b, c] is said to be a reduced form if a > 0, c > 0, 
b > a + c, where a, b, c are rational integers. 
Furthermore, if g.c.d.(a, b, c) = 1, we call Q = [a, b, c] a primitive 
reduced form. 
Let us introduce the following lemmata. 
LEMMA 3-1. (a) There are only finitely many reduced quadratic forms 
of discriminant D, and each r-equivalence class (narrow ideal class) A oj 
forms of discriminant D contains at least one reduced form. 
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(b) Let us assume that the form Q = [a, b, c] E A is a reduced form. 
(Note. Q = [a, b, c] is a reduced form, D = b2 - 4ac, 
b+@ iff co=- 
2a 
> 1 andO<&< 1, 
where co’ is the algebraic conjugate of w.) (3.1) 
The reduced forms in A form a cycle Q, = Q, Q,, Q2, ..,, Q, = Q,, where 
each Qj is related to its predecessor by Qj = Qj- ,o Mj with Mj = (y -A) for 
some integer nj > 2, and Q 0 M is defined by Q 0 M = Q(ax + fly, yx + oy), for 
M= (F $) and the Mj = (y -A) are determined by the “minus” continued 
fraction expansion of 
b+fi 1 
w=2a=n1- 1 
n2 - 1 
n3--- (3.2) . . . 
1 
:= [(n,, n,, . . . . nj, . . . . n,)] 
-- 
n,- 1 
which is pure periodic (5 = nj + ,) because Q is reduced. 
(c) 
point of 
Zf w is a quadratic irrational in (3.1) or (3.2), then w is a fixed 
,‘j”1TS’QT.. . S-T for nj>2. 
W 
(d) Let us suppose Q-k = [a, b, c]-~ and (b + @)/Za = 
,, . . . . n,)]. Then Qpk= Qok= Qgk lzk S-“‘T...SnrT, where 
Q;--5(x, l)=Qik(x, 1) (2kS-n’T”*S-n~T, l<j<t 
and Qj is a reduced form in A. 
Proof of Lemma 3-1. (a) This is a well-known classical result [Z2, 
Chap. 21. 
(b) See [Ko-Z]. 
(c) Since S”‘T(z) = ni- l/?, it is clear that, from (3.2), 
b+fi 
w=-= [(n 
2a 
, , . . . . n,)] = S”‘TSn2T.. . S”‘T(w). 
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(d) Since 
1 [ -k z- -b-a- 2a 1 
-k 
(Note: 
-b+JD 
2a 
with E = (h -‘;‘)), we can get 
Q-k (2kS--n’TS-“=T...S~“~T=Q-k=Q,k 
Therefore, 
from Lemma 2- 1. 
Q,--5.~ Qok lzk S-“‘T.. . s-n~T, for i<j<t, 
is the ( -k)th power of a representative of a reduced form in the 
r-equivalence class A by Lemma 3-l(a). Q.E.D. 
Let us introduce the following notation. 
Notation. (1) If two forms Q, Q* are in the r-equivalence class, we 
write Q x Q*. 
(2) We write y sza if two irrational numbers y and a satisfy the 
following relation: there exist k, h, m, n E Z, such that 
ka+h 
r=- 
ma+n’ I I 
kh 1 = . 
m n 
Now, we state the following well known lemmata without proof. 
LEMMA 3-2. Given two indefinite binary quadratic forms Q(x, y) and 
Q*(x, Y), then 
Q=Q* iff y=a, 
where y, a are roots of Q(x, 1) = 0 and Q*(x, 1) = 0, respectively, such that 
y’ > y, a’ > a, for y’, a’ algebraic conjugate of y, a, respectively. 
Proof See [B-S, p. 1401. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3-3. If y z a, where y, a are quadratic irrational numbers, then 
1 
y=a,+ 
1 
al+ 
1 
1 
... +a,+ 1 := ILao, a,, -, a,, co, cl, .-II 
co+- Cl + ... 
and 
a=b,+ 
1 
1 
. . . + 
1 
b, + 
1 
co+- 
:= Itbo, b,, . . . . b,, co, ~1, -II. 
c,+ ... 
Proof See [Ha, p. 1421. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3-4. Let cc be a quadratic irrational number such that 
a> 1, O>a’> -1. 
Then all such a are characterized as being those numbers whose ordinary 
continued fraction expansion 
1 
a=a,+ 
1 
a2+ 1 
. . . + . ..a.+ . . . := ICal, a2, .-, a,11 
is pure periodic. So o = 1 + a (note o > 2, I > co’ > 0) has the purely periodic 
“minus” continued fraction 
b,- 
1 
b,- 
1 
1 .._ - 
b,-l- with b, 2 3. . . . 
Then the expansion 1 [a,, a,, . . . . a,]\ of a is related to the expansion 
w = [(b,, . . . . b,)] = [(al + 2, 2,2, . . . . 2, a3 + 2, 2,2, . . . . 2, . ..)I. 
,Qzzzy czy 
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Proof See [Zl 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3-5. The fundamental discriminant of a real quadratic field 
Q(Jd), d square free, d > 0, is given as 
d for d= 1 (mod4) 
4d for d=2or3(mod4). 
Proof See [BS, p. 1321. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3-6. The fundamental discriminant of the real quadratic 
field Q(Jm) is 
4((F& + 1) for mf0 (mod 3) 
V’d -I- 1 for m=O (mod 3). 
Proof of Corollary 3-6. We note that F2,,, is odd for m f 0 (mod 3) and 
F2,,, is even for m = 0 (mod 3), m > 1. Then, this is an immediate result 
from Lemma 3-5. Q.E.D. 
4. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE BINARY QUADRATIC FORM 
AND THE RATIONAL PERIOD FUNCTION 
Now we rewrite Eqs. (2.3) in Lemma 2-3, (2.5) in Theorem 2, (2.7) in 
Theorem 3, and (2.12) in Theorem 4 in terms of binary quadratic forms. 
Finally we prove that the class number of a quadratic field Q(J(m) 
is bigger than one, for m > 2. Moreover, we are able to show that the class 
number of the real quadratic fields Q(,/m), for m 3 0 (mod 3), 
m > 2, is bigger than 2. 
COROLLARY 4-1. (a) PT in (2.2) or (2.3) with (2 = 2F,,) can be 
written as 
P,= c Q-k(x, 1) I2k {S-IT- (S-‘T)‘), 
Q reduced in r-equivalence class A 
where D is a discriminant of a quadratic form Q, D = 4{ (F2m)2 + 1 }, m 2 2 
for k odd, and A is the P-equivalence class containing the form Q(x, 1) = 
Cl, =+a,, + 2,2f’,,l. 
(b) Let Q(x, 1) = [ 1,2(F,,) + 2,2F,,]. Then 
@=F,,+ I+&?== [(2(F,,+l), _2, )] 
has a “minus” continued fraction expansion, 
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(c) w - 1 = Fzm + ,/(Fz,)* + 1 = I [2F2,]1 has a “plus” continued 
fraction expansion. 
Proof of Corollary 4-l. (a) From Lemmas 2-l and 2-3 we can choose 
h(r) such that 
h=h 12k S”TS-“T= -(t*-At- l)-k for odd k. 
Let us choose 1= 2F2,. Then 
g=h 12k TS-‘e=Q -k = [ 1, 2Fz, + 2, 2F2,] -‘. 
We note that Q = [ 1, 2F2, + 2, 2F2,] is a primitive reduced form for all 
m2 1. Also 
g=g(2k(S)-(*hm+*) T(S-*T)(*F2m--1)=,-k=Q,k in (2.1) 
implies that, from Lemma 3- 1 (d), ( Qj ) j = 2F2,,, - 1 - i, 0 ,< i ,< 2F2;;, - 1) is 
a set representative of reduced forms of the r-equivalence class A, where 
Q,yk(x, l)= Q-” 12k (S)-(2F=“+2) T(S-*T)’ 
for j=2F2,- 1 -i,0<i<2F2,- 1. 
Therefore, 
2&- 1 
pT= 1 (g iZk@)- (2Fan+2) T(S-*T)‘} 12k {S-‘T-(S-IT)‘) 
i=O 
= c Q-k I2k {VT- (S-V)‘}, 
Q reduced forms in A 
where D is the discriminant of Q and D = 4((F,,)* + 1 }. 
(b) Since 
Q-k = Cl, 2F2,+2, 2F2,1-k 
= Q-k JZk (,C4-‘*km+*) T(S-*T)*&-1, 
we have that 
F~m+l+,/~=[(2F2,+2, 2,...,2 )] 
(2FZny 
from Lemma 3-1 (c). 
(c) This is clear from Lemma 3-4. 
Let us restate Theorem 2. 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 4-2. (a) P; in (2.5) can be written as 
p;(t)=xQ*(~, 1)-k Ilk {S-‘T-(S-IT)*}, 
Q* reduced in r-equivalence class B, 
where B is the r-equivalence class containing Q* = [F,,. ,2F,, + I, F,, + 1] 
for m B 2. 
(b) Let Q*=[F,,.,2F2,+,,F2,+,] for m>2. Then Q* is a 
primitive reduced form; and 
fJJ*= 
F 2m+1+~V2rJ2+ 1 = F 2m [( 3, . ..) 3, 4, 3 2)] 
czg-& (I?- 1)mony 
has a “minus” continued fraction expansion. 
(c) co*- 1 = [[l, 1, . ..) 1: 211 has an ordinary continued fraction 
expansion. ( 2F2m J many 
Proof (a) By Theorem 2 and Lemma 2-5, we note that 
r(z)=r(?) 12k (S3T)“-l S4T(S3T)“-‘ S-*T 
=Q*(T> l)Fk= IIF,,, ‘W,+,,bn+,l-k for m>2. 
Since B contains Q*, the following set 
((QW”, CQ,T” I Q,f+Yr, Wk= Q*(T, Wk Ix (S’T)‘, 
Q,+(T, 1)-k= Q*(T, l)-k IZk (S-3T)m-1 S-4T(S-3T)‘, 
O<i<m-l,O<j<m-1) 
is a collection of all reduced forms in B (see Lemma 3-l(d)). Therefore, 
m-1 
PF= c {r Izk (S’T)’ 
i=O 
+ r 12k (S3T)“-’ S-4T(S-3T)i} IZk (S’T- (S-‘T)‘} 
= c (Q*)-k 12k {S-IT- (S-IT)‘}, 
Q’ reduced in the r-equivalence class B 
where D is the discriminant of Q* and D =4{(F,,)* + 1). 
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(b) Since 
= (Q*)-“ 12k (S-3T)“-1 S-4T(S-3T)“-1 S-‘T, 
Qj*= 
F 2m + I + ,/KJ2 + 1 = F {(3,3, . ..) 3, 4, 3,3, . . . . 3, 2)] 
2m Im-y G, 
has a “negative” continued fraction by Lemma 3-l(d). 
(c) This is clear from Lemma 3-4. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4-3. For k odd, m 5 0 (mod 3), m > 1, H, in Theorem 3 can 
be written as 
(a) &=C U reduced in F-equivnfence chss E u(T,l)-k 12k (PT- (S-lq2), 
where D is a discriminant of a quadratic form U, D = (F2m)2 + 1, and E is 
the r-equivalence class containing 
U= [l, F,, + 1, 1/2F,,]. 
(b) Let U=[1,F2,+1,1/2F2,]form~O(mod3),m~l. Then Uis 
a reduced form and 
&j= 
F2m + 1+ dm 
2 
= C(F,,+ 133, _2, 3)l 
(f%-21m”ny 
has a “minus” continued fraction expansion. 
(cl O-l=I[l,l,F,,-111. 
Proof of Corollary 4-3. (a) By (2.8) in Theorem 3 and Lemma 2-8, we 
note that 
V(T) = v(z) IZk S-(F2m+1)TS-3T(S-2T)(F2m-2) S-3T 
= U(r, 1)-k= [1, F,,+ 1, 1/2F2,Jk. 
Since E contains U, the set 
{(u,)-k, (uj)-’ ) U,(r, l)-k= U(t, 1)-k j2,+S+“‘+‘)T, 
Uj(f, l)-k= U(7, lpk (2k S- (Fz”‘+1’TS-3T(S-2T)’ O<j< F2m - 2} 
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is the collection of all reduced forms in E (see Lemma 3-l(d)). Therefore, 
H,= v lzk S-‘Fzm+l’T+ v 
(Fzm-2) 
+ c v 12k s-(F~,+~)TS-~T(S-~T)~ 
i=O 1 = c (U)rk I2k {S 
U reduced in the F-equivalence class E 
(b) Since 
(V)-k=[1,F2m+1, 1/2F&p 
{S-‘T- (S-‘T)2 
2k 
‘T- (S-‘T)‘}. 
then 
&J= Fzrn + 1 + xi?%= 
2 
= C(F,, + 4 3, 2, 2, . . . . 2, 311 
(F-Y 
has a “negative” continued fraction by Lemma 3-l(c). 
(c) This is clear from Lemma 3-4. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4-4. H; in Theorem 4 can be written as follows. 
(4 HT* = EC U’, U* l are reduced in F-equivalence class G and J, respectively u*(z, 1)-k 
+ U**(r, 1)-k] jzk (S-‘T-(S-IT)‘), where D is a discriminant of the 
forms U*, U** and D = (F2m)2 + 1 for k odd, m = 0 (mod 3), m > 1. 
G is the r-equivalence class containing 
U* = CT F2m + 1, 1/4F2,1, for m=O(mod3),m>l, 
and J is the r-equivalence class containing 
U** = [3/4F,, - 1, 10/4F2, - 5, 7/4E;,, - 6-J, 
for m=O(mod3),m>l. 
(b) Let U* = [2, F2,,, + 1, 1/4F,,], for m ~0 (mod 3), m > 1. Then 
U* is a primitive reduced form and 
w* = Fan + 1+ @‘2m)’ + 1 = 4 [(1/2F,+2, 2, 2, 3, - 2, 2, . . . . 5)] 
l/t(F~,- 4) many 
has a “minus” continued fraction expansion. 
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(c) Let u** = [3/4F,, - 1, 10/4F,, - 5, l/4Fz, - 61 for m zz 0 
(mod 3), m > 1. Then U** is a primitive reduced form and 
G~~JW4F,,-5+&ii= - = 
312 F,, - 2 
[(3, 2, 2, 1/2F,,+ 1, 5, 2, . . . . 2 )] 
l/2(&--4)mun.v 
has a “minus” continued fraction. 
(d) &*- 1 = I[l/2F2,- 1, 3, 1]);W**- 1 = I[1, 3, 1/2F,,- 111. 
Proof of Corollary 4-4. (a) By (2.11) in Theorem 4 and Lemma 
2-9(a), 
v*(T) = v*(z) )2k s-(1/2hm+ UT(S-2732 ~--3q~--2~)Wht--2) S-ST 
= U*(t, 1)-k = [2, F,, + 1, 1/4F,,] -k, 
where F2,,, is the 2mth Fibonacci number with m = 0 (mod 3), m > 1. Since 
G contains U*, the following set 
is the collection of all reduced forms in G (see Lemma 3-l(d)). 
We also note that, from Lemma 2-9(d), 
V** = -V* [2k S-ITS= (U*)-k I2k S-ITS 
=[3/4F2,-1,10/4F2,-5,7/4F2,-6]-k=(U**)-k 
= (,ry*)-k 12k S-3T(S-ZT)2 S-(I/2F~+l)TS-5T(S-2T)(l/2~~-2) 
= [3/4F,, - 1, 10/4F,, - 5, 7/4F2, - 61 -k, 
where F,, is the 2mth Fibonacci number with m s 0 (mod 3), m > 1. Since 
.I contains U**, the set 
((U:*)-k, (UT*)-‘, (U:*)-k ( (U:*)-k=(U**)-k lZR S-3T(S-2T)‘, 
(u,e*)-k= U-k 12k S-3T(S+)2 s-W&+1), 
(ujt+-kc (U**)-k 12k s-‘T(s-~T)~ S-(l/*~~+‘)TS-ST(S-‘T)i, 
forO<i<2,0<j,<1/2F2,--21, 
641/42/2-S 
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is the collection of all reduced forms in J by Lemma 3-l(d). Therefore, from 
Corollary 2- 10, 
H;= ; 
[ 
u* IZk S-l1/2hl+ 1)7-(S-qy 
i=O 
(l/2FhP2) 
+ ;go 
o* lZk ~-(Wrn+Uq~-2qZ s-~T(s-~T)‘+~* 
u** IZk Sp3T(,‘-2T)‘+ ,,** 12k S-3T(S-2T)‘S-t’/%n+‘)T 
i=O 
(IPFzm-3) 
+ To 
u** IZk S-3T(Sp2T)2 S-(‘/2F2,+‘)TS-ST(S-ZT)i 1 
2k {(S--IT) - (Sp1T)2; 
=r c u*(7, l)P+ u**(7,i)-q 
Lu*, r/** are reduced in 
f-equivalence classes 
G and J, respectively 
J 
2k {F’T- (S-IT)‘}. 
(b) Since 
= (U*)-k = [2, F2‘2m + 1, 1/4F,,] -k, 
w,=F2m+1+&i- 
= 4 [(1/2z7,,+ 1,2,2, 3, 2,2 ,...) 2, 5)-J 
(1/2F~-2)ma”y 
has a “negative” continued fraction by Lemma 3-l(d). 
(c) We note that 
implies that 
o**-10/4F~,-1+&i= - 
WF2, - 2) 
= L-V, Z2, lP’,,,,+ 1, 5, 2, )I 
(F7.,,,/2 - 2) many 
(d) This is clear from Lemma 3-4. 
Now, we state the following theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 5. The class number of Q(J(Fz,)* + l), m > 2, is bi er than 
1. Moreover, the class number of the real quadratic fields Q( d+- ( F2,,,) + 1 ), 
for m = 0 (mod 3), m > 2, is bigger than 2. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Case 1. When m $0 (mod 3) and m > 1, we 
claim that the class A in Corollary 4-l and the class B in Corollary 4-2 are 
not e uivalent to each other under Z( 1). This implies that the class number 
Q( +- (F2m) + 1) for m $0 (mod 3), m > 1, is bigger than one. We note that 
the fundamental discriminant of the field Q(,/m) for m SO 
(mod 3), m > 1, is 4((F,,)* + 1) from Corollary 3-6. So, it is enough to 
show that one of the element Q in A and one of the element Q* in B are 
not equivalent to each other. 
Let Q = [l, 2F2, + 2, 2F2,] E A in Corollary 4-l(b) and Q* = [F,,, 
~Fz,+I> Fz,+I ] E B in Corollary 4-2(b). Since Q z$ Q* iff o $ o* iff 
(w-1) $ (w*-f), we take each root o, w* of Q[x, l] =0 and 
Q*[x, l] = 0, respectively, and claim that (o - 1) % (w* - 1) to show 
Q % Q*. (Here, o = F,, + , + dm and 
w*= 2m+l+Jm.) F 
F 2m 
But we know that, from Corollaries 3-l(c), 4-3(c), they have the continued 
fractions 
w- l= IC2F2,ll and o*-l=I[l, l)...) 1,211. 
2Fhmany 
Therefore, this implies that (o - 1) $ (w* - 1) from Lemma 3-2. 
Case 2. When m = 0 (mod 3) and m > 1, we claim that the class E in 
Corollary 4-3, the class G, and the class J in Corollary 4-4 are not 
equivalent to each other under r( 1). This implies that the class number 
Q(&ii=) f or m ~0 (mod 3) and m > 1 is bigger than two. We 
note that the fundamental discriminant of the field Q(Jm) for 
m ~0 (mod 3) and m > 1 is ((Fh)* + 1) from Corollary 3-6. To claim 
E $ G # J, we take one of the element U, U*, and U** from each class 
E, G, and J and show that they are not equivalent to each other: we claim 
that U + lJ*, U* * U**, and U % U**, where U= [l, F2,,,+ 1, 
1/2F2,] E E, U* = [2, F2,,, + 1, 1/2F2,] E G, and U** = [3f4F2, - 1, 
10/4F,,,, - 5, 7/4F2, - 63 E J. 
Moreover, according to Lemma 3-2, we look at the continued fractions 
of O-l, 0*-l, and O**-1: I%-1=I[1,1,F2m-1]1, (3*-l= 
1[1/2I;,,- 1,3, 111, and ti** - 1 = I[l, 3, 1/2F,,- 111, where 
6s Fz,,, + 1 + ,/m F2,+1+,/&?= 
2 ’ 
(jj*= 
4 
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o** _ W4F2, - 5 + J(,m,* + 1 - 
3/2F,,-2 ’ 
i.e., 0, O*, and a** are the roots of U[x, l] =O, U*[x, l] =O, and 
u**cx, l] = 0. 
This implies that, from Corollaries 4-3(c), 4-4(d), (W- 1) g (G* - l), 
(W* - 1) g (W** - l), (W- 1) $ (O** - 1). Therefore, we showed that U, 
U*, and U** are not equivalent to each other because U $ U*, 
u* z+ u**, u $5 u** iff (6-l) $ (0*-l), (0*-l) $ (CT,**-1), 
(W - 1) $z (W** - 1) according to Lemma 3-2. Q.E.D. 
We get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4-5. The Diophantine equation 
F 2m+,a2-F1,,-1c2= 1 
has no integer solutions a and c for all m 2 2. 
Prooj Let us take Q(x, y) in Corollary4-l(b) and Q*(.x, y) in 
Corollary 4-2(b) such that 
Qk Y) = L-1, =‘2, + 2,2E;,l= Cl, 0, - (L)* - 11 
Q*~~,Y,=CF,,,~F,,+,~F,,+,~~~:--F,,-,,O,F,,+,I 
= Cf’zm+l, 0, -F2,v11. 
We proved that Q # Q*, say, there does not exist integers a, b, c, d, 
[; f;] E SL,Z, such that 
F 2,+I(ax+by)2-F2,-,(cx+dy)2=x2-(F~,+l)y2. (***) 
From (***), we get that, by comparing the coefficients of x and y, 
(i) a2F2,,,+l-c2F2m-l=1 
(ii) abF2,+I-cdF2,_,=0 
(iii) ad- bc = 1 
(iv) b*I;;, + 1 -d2F2,-l = -[(I;;,)‘+ 11. 
So, if the equation (***) does not have a solution for a, b, c, d, then at 
least one of the equations (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) fail to have a common 
solution for a, 6, c, and d in Z. 
First, assume that there is a pair of integers (a, 6) that solves (i). Then 
we claim that it is possible to find integer b and d such that (a, b, c, d) 
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solves (ii), (iii), and (iv). This will give us a contracition to the fact that at 
least one of the equations (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) fail to have a common 
solution for a, b, c, and d in Z. 
Let us assume that a pair of integers (a, c) satisfies (i). Now, choose 
b=cF2,,-, and d=aFZm+,. 
It is easy to check that these (a, b, c, d) will satisfy (ii), (iii), and (iv) 
because F2,,-,FZm+,=F:,+l. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore, equation (i) does not have an integer 
solution for a and c. Q.E.D. 
5. CONCLUSION 
It is known that the class number of the real quadratic field 
Q(&%?=, is bigger than 1 (see [M-W]). But, here, we use a com- 
pletely different method to prove that the class number of the real qua- 
dratic field Q(dm), m > 2, is bigger than 1, and the class number 
of the real quadratic field Q(,/m), m = 0 (mod 3), m 2 2, is bigger 
than two. Namely, we consider hyperbolic elements in SL2Z, which fix 
certain quadratic numbers. We represent those hyperbolic elements in 
terms of the two generators, S and T of SL2Z. This allows us to have a 
continued fraction expansion (negative) for elements, corresponding to the 
real quadratic fields. This way we can construct rational period functions 
from the indefinite binary quadratic form. 
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